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Chair Evaluation Question
 "Please rate the overall performance of the Chair of
ISO/TC 197 on a scale of 1 to 5 (5 being the most
satisfied and 1 being the least satisfied). Andrei
Tchouvelev has been the Chair of TC 197 since
Sept. 2012. Note: The following attributes should be
taken into consideration: openness and
transparency, responsiveness, professionalism,
sense of responsibility and accountability,
management skills, overall climate/atmosphere
within the TC that promotes international
collaboration and teamwork. "
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Chair Evaluation Comments
 France:
 We appreciate his ability in creating effective and
relevant interactions between stakeholders,
leading to a better visibility of ISO/TC 197 work
and the enlargement of the representativeness
of involved parties.
 Nonetheless, despite this remarkable and
valuable impulse, the subsequent multiplication
of parallel meetings complicates the follow-up of
all the on-going activities.
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Chair Evaluation Comments
 UK:
 Dr Tchouvelev has shown strong, and fair
leadership over any issues encountered, whilst
looking to expand the projects taken on by
ISO/TC 197 where appropriate.
 The UK is pleased to understand that Dr
Tchouvelev's re-nomination was successful and
that he will continue as ISO/TC 197 Chairman
until December 2018.
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Chair Evaluation Comments
 USA:
 We greatly appreciate the turn-around since the
previous regime change. Andrei clearly works
behind the scenes to resolve issues, but
sometimes additional dialogue with stakeholders
would be helpful before making decisions.
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TAB Evaluation Question
 "Please rate the performance of the Technical
Advisory Board (TAB) of ISO/TC 197 on a scale of 1
to 5 (5 being the most satisfied and 1 being the least
satisfied). Tab was approved at the TC meeting on
Feb. 28, 2013. Note: The following attributes should
be takes into consideration: the quality and
usefulness of the TAB recommendations."
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TAB Evaluation Comments
 France: We appreciate TAB inputs as an appropriate
support for the contextualization and the
understanding of what the stakes are, and finally as
a relevant support for decisions.
 USA: The TAB recommendations provide useful
insight on NWIPs and other issues, but opportunity
for dialogue in advance of recommendations would
be helpful so that any concerns could be
addressed.
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TAB Evaluation Comments
 UK:
 The benefit of the TAB is made unclear by cross-over
between roles of TPD (Technical Program Directors)
and the Technical Advisory Board.
 The involvement of TPD's in the working group is
critical to help identify areas of concern early, and
assist preparation of working group output with the
confidence that ISO/TC 197 will be accepting of the
content.
 Concerns have been raised on occasions over the
steering of the output of a working group towards the
view of the TPD/TAB member, rather than necessarily
following the consensus of the working group.
 It is also concerning to see on occasions statements
that refer to the TAB as regional representatives when
regional consensus is not represented by a member
of the TAB.
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Secretary Evaluation Question
 “Please rate the performance of the Secretary of
ISO/TC 197 on a scale of 1 to 5 (5 being the most
satisfied and 1 being the least satisfied) or Abstain.
Jim Ferrero has been the Secretary of TC 197 since
August 2012. Note: The following attributes should
be taken into consideration: responsiveness,
administrative skills, cooperativeness, knowledge
of ISO Procedures and sense of responsibility.”
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Secretary Evaluation Comments
 France: We appreciate his availability and reactivity
whenever we contact him for information and
recommendation.
 USA: Minutes from the 2014 plenary finally came
out, 7 months later than promised. Responsiveness
and sense of responsibility need improvement.
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Secretary Evaluation Comments
 UK:
 The minutes from the 2014 meetings of ISO/TC 197 had not been
written and circulated at the time of the UK preparations for the
2015 plenary, but it is noted that these have since been prepared
(which otherwise would have been completely unacceptable). It
would be more useful to have these earlier in the year, in line with
the already well established ISO timescales.
 In addition, the ISO/TC 197 Secretary is to be reminded that all
committee business should be conducted using N documents
which have to be uploaded to ISO Livelink so that all Member
Bodies can see them and traceability is ensured. It is not
acceptable to carry out committee business by referring to
documents that have not been circulated and uploaded to ISO
Livelink as they have no traceability for Member Bodies and they
cannot be accessed. If the present ISO Secretary were to change,
traceability will be lost completely.
 Support for the working group management however has been
good, and us much appreciated.
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